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I .  Background 
 
As explained in [1], all electronic devices throughout the ALMA telescope have access to 
a set of fixed-frequency timing reference signals.  The phase stability of these signals is 
ensured by design. 
 
"Array Time" is established by the phase of these signals at a fixed location, namely the 
Central Reference Generator outputs in the Technical Building.  Elsewhere, time is 
measured in the same way but its value is offset from Array Time because of propagation 
delays in the reference distribution system.  The amount of offset must be measured or 
estimated for each location, and these values must be known to the Monitor/Control 
(MC) computer system.  The offsets are expected to be very stable (<1 nsec) in the 
absence of intentional changes, but they may need to be re-measured after an antenna 
move, cable replacement, or electronic device replacement. 
 
For our purposes here, we will consider only the 20+5/6 Hz (R21) and 125 MHz 
(R125M) reference signals.  (Other available signals are R25M at 25 MHz and R2G at 
2000 MHz, but in the current design these are not used by any devices.  Note that the 
ratio of any two reference frequencies is an integer.)  R21 is the lowest distributed 
frequency; its positive-going edge marks a local "timing event" (TE), which determines 
the local time with an ambiguity interval of 48 msec and an accuracy (noise and drift) of 
a few nsec.  The accuracy can be improved by using the R21 signal to mark a particular 
cycle of the R125M signal, since the latter has noise and drift <<1 nsec.  Where 
necessary, the ambiguity among timing events can be resolved by using MC commands 
to mark particular TEs; this is possible because a command can be timed to arrive at a 
device just before a specific TE.  Between TEs, the local time may be accurately 
determined by using the R125M signal for interpolation.  A counter driven by R125M 
and reset at each TE measures the local time with a resolution of 8 nsec and accuracy of 
<<1 nsec.  Higher resolution can be obtained by interpolating between cycles of R125M 
(or by using the 2000 MHz reference), although no devices in the current design require 
this. 
 
 
I I .  Design Rules and Examples 
 
On the basis of these facilities, we have established the following design rules for timing 
throughout the ALMA telescope. 
 
1.  Events that must occur at accurately known times should be made coincident with 
local TEs whenever possible.  They should be tied to the local R21 signal by dedicated 
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hardware (which could involve a microprocessor that uses R21 to generate an interrupt).  
It is the job of the MC system to determine the times of these events in Array Time, when 
necessary, by using the known time offset between the central and local TEs.  No 
adjustment for this offset should be made by local hardware or software.  When the event 
does not occur at every TE, it must be triggered by a command from MC.  (Periodic 
events may then continue to occur by local flywheeling without further commands, but 
provisions should be made for MC to verify later that no timing slip has occurred.) 
 
Example:  Fringe rotation should be implemented by a command that specifies the 
desired phase of an LO at the next local TE.  (Actually, the command applies at the 
next+1 TE, a detail beyond the scope of this discussion.)  It is expected to be necessary 
and sufficient that such commands be sent for every TE.  MC must compute the desired 
phase based on its knowledge of the Array Time at that local TE. 
 
2.  Events that must occur periodically but more often than every TE (48 msec) should 
have a frequency that is an integer  K  times the R21 frequency, and every  Kth 
occurrence should be coincident with a local TE.  Depending on the timing accuracy 
required, the higher frequency may be synthesized using R125M or the event times may 
be interpolated using a local free-running oscillator. 
 
Example:  The Correlator operates on internal cycles of 1 msec and 16 msec.  Every 48th 
of the faster cycles and every 16th of the slower cycles is coincident with a local TE.  
(The correlator hardware has the ability to apply a programmable offset with respect to 
the local TE, but our design rule implies that this feature should not be used.) 
 
3.  Events that cannot conform to rule 1 or 2, so that they cannot be coincident with some 
or all TEs, must have their times of occurrence specified by MC commands relative to a 
specific TE.  When a time resolution of 8 nsec is adequate (as is true for all cases in the 
current design), the local hardware must determine the event time by counting cycles of 
R125M from the preceding TE and the MC command should give this number of cycles.  
The times of events relative to TEs may be fixed or variable.  If fixed, then the command 
need be sent only once, or, for infrequent events, to mark the TE after which the event 
should occur.  (As in rule 1, provisions should be made for MC to verify that no timing 
slip has occurred since the last command.)  If the relative timing varies, then a command 
must be sent whenever it changes; the scheme implies that this can be done at most once 
per TE.  More complicated cases are covered by rule 4 below. 
 
Note:  If the allowed error is >>8 nsec, the event time could be determined by 
interpolation using a local free-running oscillator.  This would be advantageous only if it 
allows distribution of R125M to that device to be avoided entirely.  However, in the 
current design, all devices having events with such special timing already require R125M 
for other reasons, so the implementation should use R125M even if poorer accuracy 
would be adequate. 
 
Example:  Phase switching must be synchronized so that the orthogonal sequences at the 
various antennas all start at the same time when the signals arrive at the cross-correlation 
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electronics [2].  Each sequence lasts 16 msec, so there are exactly 3 per TE.  To achieve 
synchronization, the sequence starting time at each antenna must be different, and these 
times vary slowly as a source is tracked.  Therefore, MC will command devices at each 
antenna to start their switching sequences at the appropriate time after a TE.  Thereafter, 
each device can flywheel without further commands, repeating its sequence every 16 
msec, until the timing needs to be adjusted.  For sidereal source tracking, this is at most 
every few hundred seconds.  On-the-fly interferometric mapping may require adjustments 
every few seconds. 
 
Example:  Fine delay tracking is achieved by varying the phase of the 4 GHz sampling 
clock, generated by the Digitizer Clock module at each antenna.  The resolution must be 
<1/8 sample [3] and the present design provides 1/16 sample (15.625 psec).  When 
tracking a sidereal source, a delay change of 1/16 sample occurs as often as every 5.3 
msec.  For synchronization with the correlator, every 16th fine delay change must occur 
on a 1.0 msec boundary that is fixed with respect to the correlator's TEs but varies with 
respect to the antenna's TEs [2].  The implementation at the antennas is simplified if *all*  
fine delay changes occur on these offset 1.0 msec boundaries.  The offset can be the same 
as that used for the phase switching timing described above, so it needs to be updated at 
most every few seconds.  The desired fine delay value in each 1 msec interval must also 
be transmitted to the Digitizer Clock; this can be efficiently done by giving the initial 
value after the next TE along with its rate of change, allowing the Digitizer Clock to 
extrapolate for all 1 msec intervals until these values are next updated. 
 
4.  More complex variable timing can be achieved in a manner similar to that described in 
rule 3, except that the command from MC should contain additional parameters to 
describe the desired variation.  In particular, if several events must occur between TEs 
then the parameterization must describe all of them.  One approach is to send, prior to 
each TE, the times of all events that will occur before the next-following TE; this is 
necessary if the times are irregular.  Alternatively, smooth variation may be described by 
a continuously-evaluated polynomial whose rounded value is the time of the next event; 
the parameters are then the polynomial's coefficients.  The second approach typically 
requires fewer commands but more local computation.  Either approach, or any other 
parameterization, is acceptable provided that the parameters need not be transmitted more 
often than once per TE. 
 
Example:  None.  Nothing in the present design requires this feature. 
 
5.  Each separate device shall generate all required timing signals locally, based on the 
references signals and MC commands.  That is, no timing signals shall be generated in 
one device and transmitted to another, even if the devices are in the same room and 
require the same timing signal.  For this purpose, devices are separate if they are designed 
to be separately removable for maintenance and have separate interfaces to MC.   
 
Example:  Phase switching sequences must be identical and synchronized at a local 
oscillator and just after digitization at each antenna.  Either the first or second LO can be 
used.  The post-digitization switching (sign inversion) will be accomplished in the DTS 
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Transmitter's formatter assembly.  Therefore, three separate devices need to implement 
the variable time offset for the start of the switching sequence.  Each should do so 
independently.  Although this makes the logic in each slightly more complex and it 
requires transmission of additional MC commands compared with having one common 
implementation, it reduces wiring and interfaces and it allows slightly different times to 
be commanded in case the local TEs are slightly offset or the devices have different 
latencies. 
 
 
I I I .  Discussion 
 
The examples given in section II cover all cases to which the rules apply in the current 
ALMA design.  However, the rules themselves are more general and they should 
continue to be followed if design changes occur and if new devices are introduced in the 
future. 
 
The main idea of these design rules is to keep the system simple by centralizing the 
determination of time and distributing it via MC commands only when and where it is 
needed.  Each device contains only as much timing logic as it needs.  By requiring all 
devices to determine local time in a similar way from similar reference signals, software 
and maintenance are simplified. 
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